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Definition

Color categories are inextricably linked to lan-

guage as color categories are typically, though
not necessarily, associated with color terms. It is

believed that the acquisition of categories,

including color categories, is influenced by lan-
guage [1]. Prelinguistic infants do seem to have a

set of color categories, which are then either

consolidated or modified through observing or
engaging in linguistic interactions about color.

Language has been shown to have an influence

on a range of modalities, such as time, space, and
color. This phenomenon, known as linguistic rel-

ativism, shows how the language one uses, and by

extension the culture one lives in, has an impact
on perception and cognition. It has also been

shown that language has an influence on color
perception: having a particular color word speeds

up spotting a chip of that color among distracting

color chips [2, 3]. What is not entirely clear is

how language influences the acquisition of color
categories. As data on color category acquisition

in infants is hard to come by, we can resort to

computer simulations to learn more about how
language impacts the acquisition of color

categories.
A language is a communication system that is

shared within a group of language users. As such,

a language can be seen as an agreement between
all language users on the words and rules of a

language, and their meaning. Color words are

also subject to this agreement: in the English
language speakers agree to use “red” for, among

others, the chromatic perception of a ripe tomato,

blood, and a light with dominant spectral wave-
length of 780 nm. There is no central authority

insisting on this: language users themselves agree

on this convention. When a new language user,
such as a newborn child, enters a linguistic com-

munity, it will to varying degrees adopt this

convention.
If language is a convention that is agreed upon

by a linguistic community, and if language

impacts category acquisition, then it follows
that categories are to a certain extent also agreed

upon by the community. Computer simulations

can help us understand how a community can
arrive at an agreement on linguistic conventions

and how language shapes concepts and

categories.
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There are a number of simulation models that
can elucidate the process of language acquisition.

The Language Game model [4, 5] has proven to
be both effective and popular and can be used to

study how a group of individuals reach a consen-

sus on linguistic forms and associated categories.
If, for example, a new word is introduced in a

language, the Language Game model can simu-

late how that word spreads through the popula-
tion. The model as such serves to study the

dynamics of language change, and by setting

parameters of the model, one can study what
conditions make a language change. Iterated

Learning Models, an alternative model to Lan-

guage Games, study the sequential transfer of
language [6]. Individuals are placed in a chain,

and each individual’s output is used as input for

the next individual. Language Games study hor-
izontal transmission, while Iterated Learning

Models study vertical transmission of language.

Both models demonstrate how small biases and
communication bottlenecks can have a large

effect on the language and conceptual structures

that arise. A third class of simulated Language
Game models are based on Evolutionary Game

Theory (e.g., [7, 8]) or Statistical Mechanics

(e.g., [9]). These are in essence mathematical
models which start from a minimal set of param-

eters and study the influence of different settings

of these parameters.

Language Game Models

In Language Game models, a community of lan-

guage users is modeled as a population of

N software agents. Each agent can store and recall
words (or other linguistic information, such as

rules) and categories. In the domain of color, the

agents store color terms and color categories. In
addition, each agent stores associations between

color terms and color categories. An association

typically is a value showing how strong the asso-
ciation between a term and category is. Agents

start with empty inventories and gradually fill

these with words and categories.
Various Language Game models represent

color in different ways. Color can be modeled

as a point on a single circular dimension [7, 8,
10, 11]; a color stimulus is then a real number in

the interval [0,1]. For a more realistic model of
color, one can endow the artificial agents with a

color appearance model, such as the CIE L* a* b*
color space [12]. In this space, each color is
represented by three real numbers L*, a*, and
b*, with L* representing lightness, a* the amount

of green or magenta, and b* the amount of yellow
and blue. The CIE L*a*b* color appearance

model aims to provide an accurate representation

of color perception differences and allows for a
similarity measure to be calculated between two

colors, which is done by taking the Euclidean

distance between two color values, permitting a
good first approximation to categorical color per-

ception (see [13] for an experimental appraisal

and extension of CIE L*a*b*).
In addition to the color categories and color

terms used by an agent, simulations also need to

prescribe what agents do when interacting with
each other. In one form of a Language Game

model interaction two agents are selected at ran-

dom from the population; one acts as a speaker,
the other as a hearer. Both agents are presented

with a context; this is a set of M random color

stimuli, each at a distance d from each other. The
distance d guarantees that colors are not too sim-

ilar or identical. From the context one color stim-

ulus is selected, this will be the topic, and the
speaker will attempt to communicate what the

topic is to the hearer.

The speaker first finds a category that best
matches the topic (often, but necessarily, this

category is a unique match, meaning that it

matches no other stimuli in the context). If no
category can be found, the speaker will adapt its

category set by adding a new category. Next it

finds a word associated with the category and
communicates it to the hearer. The hearer will

attempt to guess the topic by looking up the word

and the associated category in its inventory. It
will check which stimulus matches the category

best and will “point out” the stimulus. The hearer

will then signal if this stimulus is indeed the
intended topic. If it is, the game is successful. If

the hearer points out any other stimulus, the game

fails. When successful, categories and word-
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category associations in both agents are

reinforced, with the categories used in the inter-
action adapting such that they match the topic

closer. When the game fails, the associations are

weakened [4, 5].
During the iterative playing of Language

Games [6] the agents create novel categories

and words and change existing categories and
category-word associations to optimize the com-

munication. Only when communication is good

enough (as determined by a preset threshold, e.g.,
t = 90 % of all games end in success) will the

agents’ internal representations stop changing. It

is important to note that the internal representa-
tion of all agents at this moment will not be

identical and that the agents do not necessarily

have the same number of words and categories.
Their internal representations are merely suffi-

ciently coordinated for communication to suc-

ceed with a success rate of t. A population
typically has a size N between two and several

thousand agents and will play tens of thousands

or perhaps millions of Language Games before
stabilizing. An interesting observation is that the

lexical and category systems of the agents adapt

until they are “good enough” to successfully
communicate; the agents do not need identical

words and identical categories; they only need

to sufficiently overlap to allow successful com-
munication in most interactions. As such the

semantics of words differ between agents: indeed

your red is different from my red. As such, word
and category are not true descriptions of the

world; they are merely useful [14].

The dynamics of Language Game models
have been extensively studied, as they inform

research into the diachronic evolution of lan-

guage. For example, the conditions under which
a new word or a new linguistic construction is

taken up by a language community can be

modeled using Language Games [15, 16], and
model predictions have been confirmed in studies

with human participants [17]. Language Games

have been used to clarify the minimum con-
straints needed to evolve a shared color category

system by populations of agents [7], how varying

agent perceptual properties impact color category
system evolution [18–20], and how varying color

salience affects color category evolution [20]. In

the case of color, however, the Language Game
model serves a different purpose. It helps us to

understand how relatively small biases present in

color communications can have large-scale
effects on the evolution of color category
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Color Category Learning in Naming-Game Simula-
tions, Fig. 1 Both plots show all color categories of ten
agents plotted in the a*b* plane of the CIE L*a*b* color
space (the L* lightness dimension is projected onto the
a*b* plane; as such white and black categories are plotted
on top of each other). The left figure shows the state after

500 NamingGames; the categories are still scattered in the
color space. The right figure shows the state after 15,000
games when the communicate success of the agents is
over 85 %; the categories have gravitated to a limited
number of clusters
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systems. Small biases are amplified through
repeated interactions between language users.

Specifically, simulated Language Game models
help us formally investigate factors likely to

influence color communications and help us

understand why color categories appear to be
universal and the degree to which pragmatics of

communication or culture may contribute to

color category evolution.

Explaining the Universal Character
of Color Categories

It has been suggested that human color categories

exhibit a universal pattern: many cultures have

color categories that are seemingly similar. This
was first suggested based on tenuous evidence in

1969 by Berlin and Kay [21] and later refined in

the World Color Survey [22–24]. As such, color
categories are not arbitrary, and this infused a

principled search for the basis of their universal

character. There are cultures which deviate suffi-
ciently from the universal pattern, virtually ruling

out the possibility that color categories are genet-
ically determined. Other processes must be at

work, and computer simulations can help us elu-

cidate these.
When agents in a Language Game are com-

municating about color stimuli, their categories

soon converge on a limited set of categories
(Fig. 1). The locations in which the categories

converge are not predetermined; instead they

result from the slight biases introduced by the
perceptual system of the agents [12, 18–20,

25]. Two different runs of a simulation will result

in two different end results. However, repeated
simulations do exhibit a pattern in which some

color categories consistently emerge from the

interaction between the agents. Categories such
as red, green, yellow, blue, white, black, and so

forth tend to almost always emerge. This matches

the observations in theWorld Color Survey: these
basic color terms and categories are found in the

majority of the world’s languages.

As the repeated playing of Language Games
forces agents to coordinate their color categories

and color terms, small biases in the agents’ color

perception will have a large influence. Belpaeme,
Bleys and Steels [12, 23] showed how the bias of

the CIE L*a*b* color appearance model together
with a repeated negotiation of linguistic conven-

tions results in the emergence of universal pat-

terns of color categories. Baronchelli et al. [11]
refined this; again using a Language Game model

they showed how the human Just Noticeable Dif-

ference (JND) function, a function which shows
the wavelength differences that are just about

distinguishable to the human eye for each wave-

length in the visual spectrum, also provides a
small but important bias that can explain the

universal character of color categories.

Language Games show how a variety of fac-
tors may contribute to the universal character of

color categories without the need for color cate-

gories to be explicitly genetically determined.
They permit the evaluation of, for example,

neurophysical properties of human color percep-

tion as well as other small biases which, through
repeated linguistic negotiations, amplify and can

contribute to the similarities seen across groups

of languages that have roughly similar color
categories.
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